INTRODUCTION
============

Protein domains are distinct units of molecular evolution, usually associated with particular aspects of molecular function such as catalysis or binding. In general, they represent discrete units of three-dimensional (3D) structure. The identification of functionally characterized domains in protein sequences may give the first clues as to their molecular and cellular function.

Protein domains come in families. A dazzling array of functional diversity, and a large number of clusters grouped by obvious sequence similarity, can be reduced to anywhere between several hundred and a few thousand domain superfamilies, depending on how aggressively one groups clusters based on 3D-structural and/or functional similarities. In many cases, a single or a few search models are sufficient to uniquely identify all members of a large, diverse superfamily in a sequence database. In fact, it is possible to identify and label domains in more than two-thirds of the known protein sequences with only a few thousand domain models, as exemplified by the comprehensive collection Pfam ([@gki069c1]). However, even a compact collection such as Pfam cannot help but create separate models for what are truly homologous families. Overlapping regions in protein sequences will sometimes be annotated by more than one model. The Conserved Domain Database (CDD) also mirrors other collections, which are largely redundant with Pfam: SMART ([@gki069c2]) and COG ([@gki069c3]). This, of course, aggravates the annotation problem. Users of the CD-Search resource ([@gki069c4]) may face multiple overlapping annotations, sometimes with very similar scores but distinct functional association. This often-confusing redundancy is a necessary, but not desired property of a multiple-source collection such as CDD.

One can take certain obvious steps to reduce the redundancy, and this is what we have begun to do in CDD version v2.00. Search models are clustered based on overlapping hits in the protein database. Members of a cluster that do not significantly add to the cluster\'s total coverage are removed from Entrez\'s default CDD collection. We have also removed search models, which annotated very few or no sequences, and search models that seem to be specific for proteins and/or domains found only in narrow phylogenetic lineages.

However, redundancy can be a good thing, if it provides more specific functional annotations, and the relationships between related models are clear and well explained to the user. There are practical limits to subdividing domain superfamilies: a large number of domain models will affect the database search time, and experimentally backed functional annotation is sparse in many cases. For CDD, we have adopted a principle of creating subfamilies only for ancient conserved domains, present in diverse organisms. We create subfamilies only when the phylogenetic distribution of member sequences suggests an origin of a domain 'orthology' group by gene duplication occurring ∼0.5 Byr in the past or earlier. This principle helps us to maintain what we hope will be a uniform and understandable level of granularity. In subfamilies, we attempt to identify function from the sequence annotation and the published literature. Alignment models are kept consistent throughout superfamily hierarchies. The core model in a subfamily alignment can be mapped onto the often less extensive alignment in the 'parent' model, greatly facilitating updates to include novel representative structures and sequences.

To identify ancient subfamilies for splitting out individual search models, we perform phylogenetic analysis on the multiple sequence alignments and construct sequence trees. This procedure requires fairly accurate alignments, and frequently we do revise alignment models imported from outside sources. In alignment curation, we consider information from 3D structure and structure superposition, when possible, to define structurally conserved cores, accurately delineate domain boundaries and resolve conflicts between sequence-based alignment methods and structure superposition ([@gki069c5]). Alignments curated at the NCBI conform to a simple block-structure, with uniformly aligned, gap-less, structurally conserved blocks separated by unaligned regions, which capture length variation.

Alignment models from both curated and imported sets are converted into position-specific scoring matrices, and the latter are assembled into search databases for use with RPS-BLAST ([@gki069c6]).

CDD CONTENTS AND ACCESS
=======================

CDD is accessible through the Entrez data retrieval system ([@gki069c7]), and can be queried as Entrez\'s 'Domains' database. Domain names and terms found in functional descriptions are indexed, and additional search capabilities are provided through reciprocal links to other Entrez resources, such as the NCBI Taxonomy Database, PubMed® and Entrez\'s protein database. Pre-calculated CD-Searches for proteins are recorded in the CDART database ([@gki069c8]), which provides summaries of domain architecture for all proteins in Entrez. Pre-calculated search results are readily accessible, and provide data for protein--domain links, protein--protein links based on similar domain architecture and domain--domain links based on overlapping hit-lists.

Most of the domain models in CDD have been imported from two outside sources, Pfam and COG. CDD also contains models from SMART, and several hundred NCBI-curated domain models, identifiable by accessions starting with 'cd'. While CD-Search continues to mirror Pfam version 11.0, SMART version 4.0 and COG as individual search sets, the default 'non-redundant' CDD v2.01, as available in Entrez, currently retains only 5252 of 7255 Pfam models, 575 of 663 SMART models and 4101 of 4873 COG models. The remainder has been removed as redundant, ineffective or lineage-specific.

Search models for use with local RPS-BLAST installations, as well as CDD alignments are available at <ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/mmdb/cdd/>. The source code for RPS-BLAST is part of the NCBI toolkit distribution, accessible at <ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/toolbox>.

FINDING DOMAINS IN ENTREZ
=========================

When protein queries are submitted for protein--protein BLAST® searches, they are submitted to CD-Search by default, and the resulting domain annotation is displayed graphically on the intermediate BLAST® results page. One may launch a browser window with the detailed results. Pre-calculated CD-Search results are also readily available for proteins in Entrez, following the \[Domains\] links.

One might, for example, study a family of plant kinesins, exemplified by gi\|10130006 from *Zea mays*. CD-Search produces a graphical display as shown in the upper half of Figure [1](#gki069f1){ref-type="fig"}. Two regions of the query protein receive multiple and seemingly redundant hits. The central coiled-coil region scores well with a variety of coiled-coil models contained in the uncurated subset of CDD. The C-terminal motor domain scores well with several models curated at the NCBI.

One may follow the link to the best-scoring match, 'cd01366 or KISc_C\_terminal', to see the query sequence embedded in its multiple sequence alignment. What will become evident is that cd01366 is one terminal node in a larger hierarchy of related domain models, summarizing kinesin and myosin motor domains in this example. The second-best, third-best scoring hits, and so on, for the C-terminal region of gi\|10130006 are to other nodes in this hierarchy. One may want to compare scores and *E*-values to understand whether the query sequence scores significantly better with one particular subgroup or not.

At the level of each individual subgroup, the similarity of the query sequence to other members of that family may be examined. We record conserved features in CD alignment models, such as active sites or binding interfaces, and their locations and residue conservation patterns may be examined in the context of the query. We provide additional annotation, such as links to literature in PubMed and links to textbooks in Entrez, so that the user can learn more about the biology of the respective families.

Building the domain family hierarchies and recording conserved features are major goals of NCBI\'s curation effort. We record conserved features together with evidence, such as 'structure evidence', particular 3D complexes that exemplify binding, for example, or literature citations. We also record the sequence trees used in making decisions about subfamily splits, as an evidence for the domain family hierarchy.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
===================

Beginning in 2005, we plan to distribute the software used to build and maintain these hierarchies, to serve as a helper application for the web-browser, enabling users to visualize CD family hierarchies, sequence trees and taxonomic diversity across nodes in sequence trees. Figure [2](#gki069f2){ref-type="fig"} displays a sequence-tree calculated for the Myosin/Kinesin motor domain family, which was used as an example in Figure [1](#gki069f1){ref-type="fig"}.

Having access to the alignment data and analysis algorithms used by the NCBI curators should make the hierarchy editing process more transparent, should users want to investigate. Interested users of the hierarchy editor and of Cn3D ([@gki069c9]), the associated structure-based alignment editor, will be able to import additional sequences and examine their behavior in phylogenetic clustering.
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![Pre-calculated or live CD-Search results are readily available for protein sequences in Entrez. Clicking on the colored bars will launch alignment displays that merge the query into the domain alignment model, for further analysis. Domain annotation bars with identical colors have been grouped into sets of 'related' domains, indicating that they share many of the sequence intervals hit with significant *E*-values. Annotation bars colored in gray have been classified as putative multi-domain models and are excluded from domain--domain neighboring. The lower half of the figure displays a graphical representation of a domain family hierarchy, giving the summary for one particular member (cd01366).](gki069f1){#gki069f1}

![Subfamily hierarchy of the Myosin/Kinesin motor domains, the corresponding sequence tree and taxonomy display. One subfamily has been highlighted (KISc_C\_terminal), and the highlights are reflected in both the sequence tree and taxonomy view. It is evident that members of this subfamily form a distinct node in this tree calculated by the neighbor-joining algorithm. It is also evident that members of this subfamily span a variety of taxa, suggesting that this particular type of domain was already present in their common ancestor\'s genome.](gki069f2){#gki069f2}
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